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Introduction
The Mortgage Trading Exchange offers mortgage intermediaries offline access to lenders AIP’s
and Full Application forms, with high levels of pre-population of data from other offline
applications such as fact-finds and sourcing. It is designed to support the mortgage sales
process, allowing intermediaries to make sales away from their office and only needing to go
online to submit transactions to supporting lenders.
Mortgage Trading Exchange (MTE) is the delivery channel for mortgage application and
submission processes. Compliant, efficient, FREE and simple to use, MTE is designed to offer
advisers immediate decisions direct from the lender without the need to re-key any
information.







One login for all lenders
Submissions directly into lenders' systems
Responses typically received in less than a minute
Faster and more efficient than lender websites
Integrated with Mortgage Brain Sourcing and the Key
Over 1.5 million mortgage transactions processed to date

MTE is jointly owned by:
-

Lloyds Banking Group
Nationwide Building Society
RBS
Virgin Money
Barclays
Santander

You can access MTE via MortgageBrain Classic, Trigold sourcing software or as a standalone
application for use with other sourcing systems.
MTE provides access to the following intermediary mortgage lenders and distributors:

Accord
Barclays
Coventry BS
Furness BS
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Godiva
Halifax
Monmouthshire BS
Nationwide BS
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NatWest
The Mortgage Works
Virgin Money
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MTE enables intermediaries:
- to reuse data already held on their point of sale system, such as the Key, without
breaking the compliance audit trial and rekeying into lender websites
- to access all lenders forms via single login and password
- to reuse data in a declined lender AIP and to resend to another MTE lender
- to simplify mortgage reviews by reusing high percentages of data from the current
lender
- to save each form as ‘part complete’ during keying as it’s an offline system
- to simply convert a successful AIP to an application form
- to increase productivity by saving time
- to track the progress of submissions
MTE is free and available to both AR’s and DA’s

Registration
Before you begin using MTE Standalone, it is necessary to register your details, choose your
log in details and register the software.
To do this, first open the MTE Standalone software by clicking on the MTE icon on your
desktop, as shown.

A login window will appear. Click on Register.

Please note, you will need to have Internet access at this point as the Register button
will take you through to the MTE Registration website.
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The MTE Registration website will open. Click on New User to continue.

Ensure you read all of the wording on each page before completing. Click Continue to move
through the registration process.

Check the box to accept the Terms & Conditions. Click Continue to progress.

The following screen requires you to enter a password which will be used each time you log
into MTE. Your chosen Pin Number will be required each time you submit an application, or
check for updates on a submitted application form through MTE. Ensure you choose
something memorable!
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Click Next to progress to the next screen.
Complete your personal details ensuring that all information entered is correct before clicking
on Next to progress through the registration process.

The following screen requires you to enter your personal FCA number. MTE registration links
directly to the FCA Register and therefore you should ensure your FCA number is correctly
entered. Click Next to proceed.

Once you’re FCA number has been entered, the MTE registration process will pull through the
company details associated with this number. Check that they are all correct. If you wish to
amend the details, then do so at this point. Once complete, click Continue to finish the
registration process.
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The final screen confirms your unique log in information – your User ID, password and pin
number – these are all essential for you to be able to log into MTE and submit application
forms to participating lenders. These details are confidential and should not be disclosed to
others.

PLEASE NOTE: THE DETAILS DISPLAYED ABOVE ARE FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES
ONLY AND WILL NOT WORK!
Having finished the registration process, the first time you log into MTE, you will be prompted
to download a Security Token, as per the message shown below. You must be connected to
the internet at this stage. Click Yes and the token will be downloaded automatically.
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Your screen will confirm the successful download of the token, as shown.

When you log in you will then be asked to register the software. Please call Customer
Services on 0208 665 3290 will provide you with a site reference and validation code. Once
the information has been entered click on Register.

You will then be prompted to confirm your personal details. Click on Save to save these
permanently into your own copy of MTE Standalone.

You are now ready to start using the Mortgage Trading Exchange (MTE)!
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Amending Registration Details
Should you ever need to change any of your registration details, such as company address,
FCA number, etc you can do so by logging on to www.mteregistration.co.uk or “my Account”
on www.mtedirect.co.uk. You will need the following details to login:
User ID
Pin Number
Password
Surname
If you cannot remember your details please call Customer Services on 0208 665 3290 for
assistance.
Once you have logged in, you can edit any information previously entered. Once you have
made the required changes, ensure you click on the button to Save Changes. Whenever
changes are made on the MTE registration you will need to “get token” again when logging
back into the MTE software and wait 2 hours before submitting any applications to any lenders.

Completing an application form
There are two ways to access MTE to complete a form. If accessing MTE from the Launch
screen of MortgageBrain Classic, you can choose whether to complete a form for a brand new
client, not previously used for sourcing. Alternatively, within the sourcing screen of
MortgageBrain Classic, you can choose to complete a form with existing client details. Using
the second option will allow the form to prepopulate with data already collected on your client.
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First, this section will show completing a form with a brand new client.
Having logged in to MTE, you will see a row of buttons at the top of the screen. By clicking
on the New Form icon, this will allow you to select your required application form from the
list available on MTE.

You will see that the list is divided into Agreements In Principle; Full Application Forms, Key
Facts Illustrations, Buy to Let, Insurance and Packager.

Simply select the form that you wish to complete from the relevant tab and click OK. For
demonstration purposes, this guide shows an AIP being completed.
On opening the form, the screen is divided into two sections, question sets on the left hand
side with an Action List underneath and the form on the right. You can choose to click on the
question set which will ‘jump’ you to the relevant fields within the form itself. Alternatively, you
can simply complete the form by using your mouse to move to the next question.
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MTE doesn’t need to be connected to the internet for you to complete forms, this means that
should your client not have all the information to hand when you are applying for their
mortgage you can always store the application and finish it at a later date.
The Action List details all the mandatory fields which must be completed before your form can
be submitted to the lender. As you answer these questions and move to the next, you will
notice that the red crosses change to green ticks to indicate that the question has been
completed.

At any time, you can refresh the Action List items to see if the form is Valid, meaning the
mandatory fields are all complete
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You can also save and edit the form as many times as is necessary. So, if you have to wait for
the client to provide further information, simply save the form and return to it at a later stage
once you have received the required information.
You will also notice, as you work your way through the form, that each of the forms contains
hide and reveal sections. Depending on the answer provided to a question depends on
whether there are further questions to answer. For example, if your client is ‘employed’, further
questions will appear asking about their employment history. If your client is ‘self-employed’,
further questions will appear asking about the number of years’ accounts available, etc.
Once all of the action list questions have been completed, click on the validate button to
confirm the form is complete.
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Next, save the form and close it down.

The form is then entered into the main grid of MTE and will show that the form is Ready to
Send (see Application Status) but it has not yet been sent to the lender (see Transmission
Status).

Editing an application form
If you wish to edit an existing form to amend information, then this can be done as many times
as is required before the form is sent to the lender. Simply ensure that the form is highlighted
in the grid and click on the Edit Form button to open it up.

Viewing an application form
If you simply wish to view information contained within an application form, then this can be
done by using the View Form button. MTE will open up the form in a PDF format, allowing
you to view the information and/or print the document out.
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Sending an application form to the lender
Once you are ready to send a form, and the application status says Ready to Send, then
highlight the form you wish to send within the grid and click on the Send/Track button. You
will then be required to enter your unique Pin number, which was part of the information you
were requested to input during the MTE registration process.

MTE will then pick up all applications that are ready to be sent, whether to the same lender, or
different lenders, and display them in a window. If you wish to send all of the applications
together, to the relevant lenders, then once the following window is displayed, simply click Go.
You can, however, select just the forms you wish to send at this stage by deselecting the tick
in the box adjacent to the form entry.
You will also notice that MTE will also ‘track’ the response from the lender. Once the
application has reached the lender, MTE will automatically pole for a response from the lender,
returning the acceptance or decline back to the main grid, therefore ensuring that you have a
record of submission and response all in one place.
Looking at the form grid, you will also notice that adjacent to some of your client’s forms there
will be a yellow envelope. Open the envelope by double clicking on it. Inside will be messages
from the lender, together with any instructions detailing what to do next.
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Converting AIPs to Full Applications
Once you have submitted an AIP to the lender, it is very easy to convert this to a full application
form. This ensures you retain the existing pre-population so that you don’t have to rekey client
information again.
To do this, click on the Convert Form icon. Select the application form you wish to convert to
and click OK. The lender Full Application form will open with the clients details carried over
from the AIP.

Managing your MTE work list
If the application has completed and there is no more action to be taken, then it’s a good idea
to move these applications to the Inactive Applications tab – down in the bottom left-hand
side of the screen.
Simply click to highlight the client’s form that you wish to move and the click on the Inactive
icon at the top of the screen. The form is automatically moved from the Active applications
tab to the Inactive applications tab.
If you wish to move the application back to the Active applications tab, then click to highlight
it again and this time press the Restore icon at the top of the screen.
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MTE will automatically submit an application to the lender if it is completed and ready to be
sent. However, there may be occasions when you wish to hold the application from being sent
immediately.
MTE allows you to hold the application for as long as you require. Firstly, click on the client’s
application and then select the Hold icon at the top of the screen.

You will notice that once you have put an application on hold, the status of that application
will change and it will clearly display that it is on hold.
When you are ready to send the application form, simply highlight the form and select the
Hold icon again. The status will be changed back and the form will be ready to submit to the
lender.
When your list of application forms gets longer, it may be harder to find the client you require.
By simply clicking on the column heading you can reorder your forms by sorting the
information into numerical or alphabetical order. An arrow appears in the column heading to
indicate which way the column can be reordered next time.

Import > Export function in MTE
The default installation for MTE is on the PC desktop, which results in all the MTE forms being
stored locally on that PC. MTE can also be configured to a local network enabling users to
access their cases when moving desks within their office. Currently for non-network
installations MTE cases are not accessible if the user accesses MTE on a different PC, like a
remote office for example. To assist users who occasionally need to be able to access MTE
cases from different PC’s we have developed an Import / Export wizard. This enables users to
export a case (the exported file is encrypted & client data is secure) & then re-import the case
onto a different PC. Please note that another instance of MTE will need to be installed on the
PC that the case is being imported to.
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Exporting Cases
Open up MTE & click File > Import and Export.

Select the Export option & click Next.

The next screen will give the opportunity to select one or multiple cases to export, once these
have been selected click Next.
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The next screen gives three options for use when exporting cases.






Export for Backup – this option will leave the form in MTE & create a copy which can
be restored to a different MTE installation. This needs to be used with caution,
particularly if the case is at a “Ready to Send” stage as this means that the case could
be potentially sent twice & credit score the client twice. As the name suggests this is
best used for backing up MTE cases.
Export and Delete - this option will export the case & delete the copy in MTE. Again
this should be used with caution as once deleted from MTE it cannot be retrieved, if
the user saved the exported cases to a USB memory stick & loses it, the case will be
lost.
Export & Checkout – this option exports the case & leaves a copy in MTE but the MTE
copy will be ‘locked’. This means that the case cannot be inadvertently edited, deleted
or sent until the case is restored. A user might export the case, take it to a different
branch & continue to work on the case then take it back to the original branch. If they
lose the exported case then MTE support can restore the ‘locked’ copy.

Having selected Export & Checkout, the next screen gives two options for the exported file.
The user can save it to a location on their PC, desktop for example. The default location is
MBL\IQ2 but a different location can be chose by clicking the highlighted button below.
Alternatively they can e-mail the case to a colleague; MTE can integrate with Outlook but this
should not be relied on as the exported client file is encrypted & therefore will not be able to
be scanned by e-mail virus checkers, quite often this will not be received by the recipient. This
will, however, remain in the users sent items in Outlook.
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Importing Cases
Once the user has successfully exported the case & copied it to a USB stick or similar, they can
import the case on a new MTE client installation.
Log into MTE & load the Import Wizard using the above procedure but click Import. The screen
will require the user to select where the imported case is held. Again they can click the
highlighted browse button to select the appropriate location.

Next just select the application from the list & click Import to finish.
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Document management (currently Nationwide only)
This section describes the process of attaching documents to a Nationwide application via
MTE. The functions described in this section are enabled when the lender has passed back
document requirements for the case following a successful send/track cycle.
If a form has outstanding document requirements the intermediary is made aware of this by
the presence of the ‘Documents’ button on the MTE grid. This button is not displayed if the
form has a status of 3100 (Application Complete) as this status prevents the submission and
tracking of the form.
The required documents can be attached to the case from three distinct locations within MTE
(if the form status is 3100 the ability to attach documents will be suppressed in each location).
From the main MTE Grid:

MTE Grid with Documents button highlighted

It is also possible to right-click on the application and select ‘Document Attachments’ from the
context menu:

Context menu with ‘Document Attachments’ selected
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From the response message:

Sample response (envelope) message with Documents button highlighted
From the MTE form:

MTE Test AIQ (IQ4) with Documents button highlighted

The above location is optional and can be removed at the lender’s request. See the section
‘Suppressing attachment icon in MTE form’ for details of how this is accomplished.
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Selecting the Documents icon in any of the above location brings up the Document
Management dialog:

Main Document Management dialog
From this dialog documents can be attached and removed prior to sending to the lender.

Selecting a file to attach
Pressing the ‘Attach’ button brings up the following dialog:

Document selection dialog (filtered)
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The dialog allows you to browse for the location of the file you wish to attach. The view is
filtered depending on the extensions allowed in the documents.xml file.
If you select a file greater in size than the specified maximum allowed the following popup is
displayed:

Document size warning message
Clicking ‘OK’ prompts MTE to return to the Document Management dialog, allowing the user
to re-select a valid document.
Once a document has been attached it is added to the ‘Document(s) attached but not yet
sent’ list. Documents can be removed from this list by highlighting the document and
pressing ‘Remove’.

Ad hoc documents
The lender can also allow the intermediary to send unsolicited documents (on an ad hoc basis)
along with or instead of specifically requested and named documents such as a driving license.
This needs to be enabled in the document requirement response returned by the lender (see
section 2.1 for an example ad hoc requirement).
If this option is available to the Broker the [Other Documents] option appears in the
‘Document(s) required by the lender’ pane. No specific type is required for ad hoc documents.
Once [Other Documents] is selected the ‘Attach’ button becomes active – pressing it will
prompt MTE to ask for a document title:

Ad hoc document title dialog
The title can consist of any characters upto a maximum length of 255.
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When OK is pressed the behaviour of MTE is identical to that when processing named
documents including validation of file type and file size (see ‘Selecting a file to attach’ section
above).

Sending documents
When a form is ready to be submitted the following icon appears next to it on the MTE grid:

Form with Send icon highlighted
This icon appears if either of the following conditions is met:
1. The form is validated but is yet to be sent (Application Status = “Ready to Send”).
2. The form has documents attached but is yet to be sent
The icon does not appear if the form has outstanding errors (Application Status =
“Application Form Error”) or is not fully completed (Application Status = “Form not
validated”).
Once documents have been attached to the case they are ready to be sent to the lender. This
is done by pressing the Send/Track button on the MTE grid or pressing F5. This displays the
following screen:

Example send/track with 1 names document and 1 ad hoc document attached
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It is possible for documents to be sent to the lender on their own, i.e. without any ‘Send...’ or
‘Track...’ actions. In the above example this would be done by pressing the ‘Deselect All’ button
and manually re-selecting the two ‘Send Document...’ items. This action will always result in
the document requirements list being out of date (as the document(s) will have been
transmitted but the document requirements list will not have been updated via a subsequent
‘track’). MTE client will prevent the submission of specifically named document multiple times
(unless the document requirement is ad hoc).
It is recommended to always perform a track when sending documents to a lender as this
increases the chances of an updated requirement list being returned. However as lender’s
systems may need some time to process the documents and return revised requirements the
Broker may need subsequent tracks to retrieve updated requirements.

Example scenario
This section follows a typical example MTE submission with document requirements. Response
messages shown are examples only. Documents can also be sent when the form is locked for
further editing (see ‘Sending Documents’).
To begin with an MTE form needs to be fully completed, validated and saved. The form appears
on the MTE grid and is ready to be sent to the lender:
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The ‘Send/Track’ button is pressed in order to send the form to the lender and track any
responses. The user enters their PIN and the following screen is displayed:

The send/track cycle completes and the user is returned to the MTE grid. The Action icon
appears, indicating actions are required in order for the case to proceed (this indicates the
presence of named documents only and is not triggered when only ad hoc documents are
requested). The documents menu button has also appeared indicating document
requirements are outstanding for this case.

Opening the envelope response message launches a custom page response showing that four
documents have been requested by the lender in order for the case to proceed.
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Clicking on the Documents icon from any location presents the user with the Document
Management dialog. Two of the four required documents are attached initially:

The form is re-edited, validated, saved and closed in order to be ready to be sent again. The
send/track icon is pressed, the user enters their PIN and the following is displayed.

The two documents are sent to the lender and the case is tracked.
In this example the lender automatically acknowledges receipt and validation of the files sent
and returns an updated page response and document requirements to show the revised status.
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Re-opening the response message shows the documents are now with the lender:

The Documents icon is pressed and the Document Management dialog re-appears. The
remaining two documents are attached to the case. Notice the first two documents (Applicant
1 Proof Of ID and Applicant 1 Proof Of Earnings) no longer appear in this dialog as they have
already been received by the lender.

The form is re-edited, validated, saved and closed in order to be ready to be sent again. The
send/track icon is pressed, the user enters their PIN and the following screen is displayed.
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The document transmission cycle is now complete as all four requested documents have been
successfully transmitted to the lender. When a form application status is set to “Application
Complete” (status code 3100) the Document icon no longer appears on the MTE grid or
response message regardless of whether there are outstanding document requirements.
It is the lender’s responsibility to ensure all documents have been received and verified before
setting the application status to 3100 if they wish to satisfy all document requirements via MTE.

In this example opening the page response message confirms that all the documents have
been sent and received by the lender.

What to do if you need more information
MTE website
Please visit the MTE website: www.mortgage-brain.co.uk/MTE

Customer Services
Should you be unable to find the answer to your question please phone the MTE Helpdesk
on 0208 665 3290
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Making the most of MTE – Lender/Distributor
Summary Table
MTE
Lender/
Packager

Additional
Software
required

What to send to the
lender?

Process
 Advisors must be registered

& assigned a customer
number which they have to
enter in the form

Accord

No

 Message confirming receipt of
the AIP
 AIP decision returned to MTE
 Full Application Form returns a
confirmation receipt to MTE
 The adviser can then track the
progress on the case via the
Accord Website by logging on
to

www.accordmortgages.com
 An immediate decision is
returned to MTE
 Full tracking is sent back to
MTE for all MTE submitted
cases, via the Send/Track
facility on MTE.
Coventry/
No
Godiva

Furness
No
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An account number is allocated
as a case ID, this is
communicated to the Broker.
MTE applications are
processed on the day of
receipt. The processing team
will contact the Adviser

Further Notes

 No need to send printed
declaration. The FMA does
not require a signature – the
broker is simply asked to
confirm whether they have
explained the new conditions
of the application, to the
customer.
 Print out the Direct Debit
form and send to Accord
with any other proof of ID,
Address and earnings.

 Advisors must
complete the AIP
before they can
move to FMA






 Full App can be

Signed Declaration
Signed DD mandate
Certified copies of client’s ID
Evidence of client’s income
(not applicable for selfcertification schemes where
the applicant is selfemployed)
 Include the booking fee
and/or valuation fee, as
applicable
 Send all the above
documentation to Coventry
Building Society/Godiva
Mortgages Limited, PO Box
139, Coventry, CV1 5ZT
 Signed Declaration
 Signed DD mandate
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Client’s ID
Proof of residency
Income

completed ‘from
scratch’ or
following on from
an AIP.
 If required, the
Full App allows
the request and
return of a KFI as
an intermediate
step during the
completion of the
Full App.

Payment of fees –
Should the customer
wish to pay be
Credit/Debit card,
this lender will
phone the
customer directly
to collect the
relevant card
information
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Halifax

Yes

Monmouthshire

Nationwide

No

No

NatWest

No

Virgin Money

No
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 The adviser can track the
progress on the case via the
Halifax website by logging on
to www.halifaxintermediaries.co.uk

 They return a case Id & will
contact the advisor on the
same day.

 The KFI is returned to MTE
within one minute of
submission.
 AIP decision is immediately
sent to MTE
 FMA returns receipt within 2
hours
 AIP decision returned to MTE
immediately
 Application response returned
to MTE and includes
documentation to be sent to
NatWest
 The adviser can track the
progress on the case via the
NatWest Website by logging
on to www.rbs.ip.com
 An immediate decision is
returned to MTE
 Full tracking is sent back to
MTE for all MTE submitted
cases, via the Send/Track
facility on MTE.
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 Signed declaration
 DDM
 ID (if not captured initially
and recorded on our
application system by the
broker)
 Valuation fee
 Additional address
verification (if not on
voters roll)
 They require Signed
Client & Intermediary
Declaration, Signed DD
mandate, Client’s ID,
Proof of residency &
Income.
 List of requirements
identified by lender and
can be scanned and
attached within MTE

 MTE provides a
link to and
transfers client info
to Halifax’s own
offline system

 Payment of fees
will be done by the
Monmouthshire
processing team
over the phone
 AIP must be
completed and
sent prior to the
FMA

 Print off the full
application and send to
RBS within 10 working
days, along with proof of
identification, residency,
the RBS supporting
documents checklist and
DD mandate

 The print application
function on MTE will
provide a list of all
supporting
documentation

 AIP must be
completed and
sent prior to the
Full App
 See comments re.
Error 1005 ‘P’ No.
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 AIP decision is immediately sent to MTE
TMW

No

 Full tracking is sent back to MTE for all
MTE submitted cases, via the Send/Track
facility on MTE.

 The adviser can track the progress on
telephone or via the Barclays website

https://intermediaries.uk.barclays/home
Barclays

No
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 Processing of the case starts when
applications are received, not completed
until documentation received
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 List of requirements
provided. Includes signed
declaration, P60, 3
months wage and bank
slips, driving
license/passport
 Signed declaration with
case ID
 Must send all other usual
supporting
documentation in
accordance with
published lending policy
(eg proof of income) and
to add case ID.

 AIP must be
completed and
sent prior to
the FMA

 Do not have to
send proof of
ID as this is
captured in the
form
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